In silico insights into the identification of potential novel angiogenic inhibitors against human VEGFR-2: a new SAR-based hierarchical clustering approach.
In this study, binding efficiency of new pyrrolopyrimidine structural analogs against human vascular endothelial growth factor receptor-2 (VEGFR-2) were elucidated using integrated in silico methods. Optimized high-resolution model of VEGFR-2 was generated and adopted for structure-based virtual screening approaches. Pyrrolopyrimidine inhibitor (CP15) associated compounds were screened from PubChem database and subjected to virtual screening and comparative docking methods against the receptor ligand-binding domain. Accordingly, high efficient compounds were clustered with similarity indices through PubChem structure cluster module using single-linkage algorithm. Moreover, pharmacokinetics including drug metabolism activities of high-binding leads under investigation was portrayed using ADMET and similarity ensemble analysis. Optimal energy orientations of the selected protein model have been shown to be reliable, and highly recommended for screening and docking studies. Docking and clustering strategies were shown that nineteen candidates as most effective binders for VEGFR-2 than CP15, and are grouped as three classes. Lys868, Glu885, Cys919, His1026, Arg1027, Asp1046, and Gly1048 residues were predicted as novel hotspot residues, and participate in H-bonds, π-cation, π-stacking, halogen bonds, and salt-bridges formation with ligands. These additional bonds are contributing extent stability that holds the receptor structure at flexible state, this make difficult to any further conformational changes for evoking angiogenic signals. The ADMET and similarity ensemble analysis results were strongly indicated that thirteen candidates as best ligands for angiogenesis targets. Altogether, these findings indicate potential angiogenic templates and their binding levels with VEGFR-2; sorted viewpoints could be useful as a promising way to describe potential angiogenesis inhibitors with related molecular targets.